
Step 4: The Influential Futures: Dealing with the Powers That Be 

Related Learning Goals:
- List the six scenarios that describe influential influences on education’s future(s); describe their 

distinguishing characteristics.
- Identify one or more criteria for improving educational quality by incorporating influential 

futures that may relate to your identified challenge.
- Compare your perspective on defining educational quality with the Seven Futures (7F) model
- (optional) Use self-directed learning techniques to learn more about the influential futures.

Your To-Do’s to Complete This Step: 

! Read: ! The Influential Futures: Dealing with the Powers That Be (below)
! ! ! (optional) Seven Futures, pp.67-103 (Chapters 6, 7, pt. 8)
! View:! The Seven Futures Conceptual Framework (14:52; requires Java 1.5 or higher)
! Do: ! ! Exercise 4x: IEQ Criteria Menu -- Incorporating Influential Futures (below)
! ! ! Discussion: 4:Defining Quality Improvement (instructions below)
! ! ! (optional) Discussion: 4x: IEQ - Influential Futures (instructions below)

The Influential Futures: Dealing with the Powers That Be 

The Seven Futures Conceptual Framework describes five scenarios (also see table below) 
which reflect various viewpoints whose advocates will have significant influence in determining 
how we use online and other digital technologies in the future. The Seven Futures Conceptual 
Framework presentation describes each of the Seven Futures scenarios, or what I call the 
“influential futures ” in detail, including their dangers and their potential for positive influence.

Influential Future Description

Free Market Rules market forces dissolve formal education as we know it; business, efficiency win

Free Learning Rules anarchic forces dissolve formal education as we know it; openness wins

Standards Rule formal education becomes driven by imposed standards; consistency wins

Cyberdystopia digital technologies diminish the humanity of education; nobody wins

Steady As She Goes incremental improvement, little changes; who wins?

These futures share the following characteristics: 
• They would be a disaster if they were fully realized;
• The influences of each scenario can improve education;
• Which scenarios will affect the future most strongly depends on how we deal with them.

The Seven Futures conceptual framework uses these scenarios collectively as a tool for for 
realizing a sixth future: using online and other digital technologies to improve education. The 7F 
framework derives IEQ criteria from these influential futures so that you can incorporate them 
into your plan for implementing quality improvement. Exercise 4x is designed to help you get a 
little more familiar with these criteria so that you can use them later in the course. 

http://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/clVZnVy2H
http://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/clVZnVy2H
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/655dd97b-1431-4525-9880-b68b7ae5ee68
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/655dd97b-1431-4525-9880-b68b7ae5ee68
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/c29e443a-e54e-4ddd-84db-25b687ee07e4
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/c29e443a-e54e-4ddd-84db-25b687ee07e4


Exercise 4x: IEQ Criteria Menu -- Incorporating Influential Futures

Directions:

• Peruse the Seven Futures Criteria Menu below (Incorporating Influential Futures) and 
identify ones that seem interesting or promising to you. 

• Which one(s) do you want to know more about? 
• Which one(s) relate to your specific challenge?

• State your selected criteria in the table provided below (if you have chosen to print out this 
document; next page) and/or on your IEQ Action Plan Template under “Notes/Comments.” If 
you did not download the Template during a previous step, click here to access a web page 
where you can download an IEQ Action Plan Template for your use.)

• (optional) Use the “4x: IEQ - Influential Futures” Discussion Forum to share your selected 
criteria with fellow participants and discuss in more detail (e.g., ask for clarification on what 
they mean, point to examples, explain why they’re important quality criteria, etc.). Also 
respond to others’ postings on this topic as desired.

IEQ Criteria: Incorporating Influential Futures (Seven Futures, pp. 73, 81, 89-91)
Standards Influences: Steady As She Goes, 

Cyberdystopian Influences:
• Increase use of  collegial, peer-oriented, 

research-supported quality standards for 
course design, program improvement

• Support broad, commonly agreeable 
s t a n d a r d s w h i c h s u p p o r t m o r e 
customized outcomes 

• Use a broader range of evidence-based 
practices 

• Expand the realm of acceptable outcomes 
thru standards sets, other structures

• Engage in realtechnik = acknowledge the 
costs of adopting new technologies

• Recognize what needs preserving and 
protection from the transformations which 
new technologies bring.

• Anticipate cyber education’s possible 
ramifications and improve responses to 
emergent problems and issues.

• Use incremental change to ease into quality 
improvement

Free Market Influences: Free Learning Influences:
• Coevolve with business thru mutually 

beneficial products, services
• Create a more collaborative, permeable 

knowledge creation process
• Apply business practices judiciously (= 

improve educat ion ’s bus iness w/o 
destroying its culture )

• Make smoother l i nkages be tween 
education and the work world

• Be formal education’s foil: resource, 
innovation source, and recourse 

• Increase access to learning and education 
resources for learning and teaching

• Increase student readiness for formal 
education

• Reduce education costs via lower-cost 
resources, interactions

https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/descriptionsyllabus/ieq-action-plan-template
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/descriptionsyllabus/ieq-action-plan-template
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/descriptionsyllabus/ieq-action-plan-template
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/descriptionsyllabus/ieq-action-plan-template
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/c29e443a-e54e-4ddd-84db-25b687ee07e4
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/c29e443a-e54e-4ddd-84db-25b687ee07e4


Criteria that seem interesting:
- 
- 
- 

What makes them interesting:
-
-
-

Criteria I want to know more about:
-
-
- 

What I want to know about them:
-
-
-

Criteria that (might) relate to my challenge:
-
-
-

How they (might) relate:
-
-
-

Discussion: Defining Quality Improvement in Education

Directions:

• Access the discussion forum “4:Defining Quality Improvement.” In the forum, post a 
comment that compares your perspective on defining education quality with the Seven 
Futures conceptual framework. You may choose to address one or more of the following 
questions with your post:
• What resonates with you about the Seven Futures perspective? What makes 

particular sense to you?
• What seems off target about the Seven Futures perspective? How does your 

perspective differ?
• What’s missing from the Seven Futures perspective that you feel is necessary to add 

to implement your own quality improvements?
• Also feel free to respond to others’ postings and to revise your list of criteria based 

on what you learn from discussing with others (inside the forum or elsewhere).
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